Lay Solid Foundations Comprehensively for Safety and Make the Greatest Efforts to Ensure Scientific Development
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1. Basic information

- 11 subsidiary companies, 65 holding companies and 21 stock sharing enterprises
- 16,000 in-service workers
- 7,540 service vehicles
- 666 service lines, daily transport of 0.66 million passengers
Road transport of passengers
finance and Real Estate
Station Operation
Vehicle Repairing
modern logistics
Bus and Taxi
Comprehensive Tourism
first successively in top 100 integrity enterprises.
II Progress of Safety

- For many years, we solidly build such scientific philosophies as safe development, scientific development and harmonious development and stick to the policy of “safety first and prevention as the main body for comprehensive governance” to implement a series of laws, regulations, rules and requirements for safe production and actively explore for new thought, new methods and new measures for safety management under new trend.
In recent years, by performing activities like “deepening construction of safe traffic” and “management year of safety foundation”, gradually establish and continuously perfect eight safety management systems, including safety objective management, practice of safety responsibilities, implementation of safety regulations, input of safe production, safety inspection and rectification, emergency response plan for safety, basic account of safety and construction of safety culture and form four safety management mechanisms including access, exit, training, award and penalty of safety management team and drivers’ team.
Stick to “one policy”, or policy of “safety first and prevention as the main body for comprehensive governance”
At any time, occasion and circumstance, we shall keep alert all the time and make preparations with frequent discussion of warning.

Place high value on organization and leadership of safe production, perfect safety management supervision mechanism, practically enhance organization and leadership of corporate safety management.

Subdivide responsibilities for workers and disintegrate safety indices for positions share risks of safety with due responsibility for every one.

Comprehensively promote safe production objective management, disintegrate safety indices level by level, enhance safety evaluation degree and strengthen objective process control.

1. perfect cognition on ideas
2. perfect organization and leadership
3. perfect practice of responsibilities
4. perfect objective management
Build a team of safety management and a team of drivers well
Firstly, focus on building a team of safety management. Fully arouse working enthusiasm and subjective initiative of first line safety management employees and make them perform their duties and play their due roles with great efforts.

Secondly, focus on building a team of drivers well. In the aspect of access, normalize and unify access conditions and procedures for various drivers.
Continuously improve “three types of management”, or stick to effective traditional management, enhance basic normative management and focus on practical innovation management.
Continuously improve "three types of management"

Stick to effective traditional management.

focus on practical innovation management

enhance basic normative management
Focus on practical innovation management

- All-round responsibility system
- Work inspection system at 10 p.m.
- Activity system with a good wife
- Safety supervisor system
Comprehensively put four measures into practice, or practice of safety culture construction, input for safety science and technology, emergency response plan for safety and key monitoring of safety.
Deepen safety publicity and education.

- Greatly carry forward and award advanced deeds and typical figures in safe production and form a concept with safe production as honor and merit.

Increase and input for safety science and technology

- In recent years, the company input over 12 million yuan to initially establish GPS secondary platform and third-level monitoring network for internal service.
Perfect emergency response plan for safety

- In order to actively respond to possible serious and extra serious accidents, perform effective relief and rehabilitation after accidents, minimize loss of life and property and personal injury.

Enhance key monitoring of safety

- At the premise of ensuring safety, carry out careful organization, thorough deployment, scientific arrangement and coordinating allocation to ensure safety and benefits of operation during key periods.
There is only starting point for safety management, but without end.
As the participator of traffic career, we undertake responsibilities for government, society and employees.
There is still certain gap with requirements of governments at all levels.
We will keep alert all the time and make unremitting efforts to ensure safe development, scientific development and harmonious development of enterprise.
Thanks!
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